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Introduction 
1.1 The objectives of the working group were to: 

a) Continue the preliminary re-drafting work of the “Writing Conventions 
Taskforce” so that all extant IESs had been put roughly into the proposed format 

b) Assess the extent of work that is likely to be required in completing the re-
drafting work 

c) Identify any overall issues and challenges likely to be faced in the re-drafting 
process 

d) Make any other recommendations to the Board that came to light during the 
process. 

 
Background Information 
1.2 Working approach: 

a) Individual members of the working group were assigned remaining IESs and 
undertook to re-draft into the proposed format. 

b) A working session was hosted by Adrian Pulham at CIPFA on May 28 and was 
attended by all members except Greg Owens, who gave apologies (but did 
submit his assigned IES for review by the group). 

c) The working session was somewhat informal with plenty of opportunity for 
members of the working group to share their experience working with the re-
drafting process. 

 
1.3. Group Members: 

• Ann Kilbride (Writing Conventions taskforce) (Chair of working group) 
• Adrian Pulham (TA to Chair of the Board) 
• Jean-Francois Belorgey (also on Framework taskforce) 
• Clare Morley (Writing Conventions taskforce) 
• Clare Minchington (Also on Framework taskforce) 
• Greg Owens (Writing Conventions taskforce) 

 
Discussion of Issues & Recommendations 
1.4 Overall Issues and Challenges 
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a) The overall feedback was that the simple re-drafting process is relatively 
straightforward.  All eight extant IESs are now roughly in the re-drafted format. 
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b) Standards 6, 7, and 8 appear to be written more with the professional accountant 

in mind, rather than the Member Body. As a result, it will be necessary to edit 
and reform the requirements from the existing bold letter paragraphs. 

c) Standards 2, 3, and 4 contain long lists of topics in the existing bold letter 
paragraphs. Translating these simply into requirements makes the standard read 
in an unbalanced way and does not appear to be “principle-based.”  In addition, 
no weighting is given to the individual topics within the list and the result is a 
“requirement” that is likely difficult for member bodies to implement. (IESs 2, 
3, 4, and 8 are good examples of this).   

d) The phrase “need to” or “needs to” is used frequently throughout the 
“explanatory material” and replacing these instances with alternative wording 
that does not imply requirements will be challenging since there is no simple 
one solution that can be applied across all instances.  It is likely that each 
sentence will need rewording to eliminate these phrases. 

e) It was difficult for the working group to see beyond some of the known issues 
with certain standards and the consensus was confirming the discussion of the 
Board in March that at least some of the standards should in terms of their 
substance alongside the re-drafting process.  The working group was of the view 
that there would be little value in issuing these standards in a purely “re-drafted” 
format without tackling the more substantive issues that exist. 

 
1.5 Recommendations for the Board to Consider 

a) The Board should consider and determine the level of revision required for each 
standard.  While all would merit some attention, this is on a continuum from a 
simple redraft in line with the new drafting protocols to full revision. The 
working group came to the conclusion that there might be 3 categories of IESs: 
i) Those that only require re-drafting into the new format; 
ii) Those that require minor work to address some limited known issues; and 
iii) Those that require more major work to address significant issues. 

 
b) The working group spent some considerable time debating Standards 1-6 and 

the merits of grouping these into 1 standard.  Recognising that the opinion on 
the Board is divided on this point with views strongly held by certain members, 
the working group spent some time exploring whether there was an alternative 
approach which the Board might find merit in.    
i) Leave IES 1 
ii) Leave IES 5 
iii) Group IESs 2,3, 4 and 6  

 
c) A priority order for the revision of the Standards should be established, grouping 

interdependent standards where appropriate.  The following is one alternative 
approach: 
i) IES 1,2,3,4 and 6 
ii) IES 5 
iii) IES 7 
iv) IES 8 
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d) The working group found there to be great value in working through all 8 
standards in one session as this enabled inconsistencies (style, terminology, 
readability) to be more readily identified.  The working group would strongly 
recommend that the Board put in place a similar small review panel as part of 
the re-drafting/revising process to help ensure that the overall objectives are 
fully met.  Such a group review of the standards would help to spot 
dependencies, redundancies and repetition and to try and establish a consistent 
‘voice’ across all the standards. 

 
1.6 Other consideration points 

a) Is ‘practice statement’ still a helpful and appropriate term?  Member Bodies do 
not “practice” and the IAASB with whom we were directed to conform in terms 
of the naming of our pronouncements do not appear to issue practice statements 
any more. 

 
b) The working group noted that there were very few Appendices in the re-drafted 

Standards.  The value of helpful appendices should be considered, possibly to 
integrate practice statements and other guidance alongside the standards.  The 
Board may wish to consider exploiting on-line publishing capabilities to achieve 
this. 

 
c) Standards should be principles based, not focused on inevitably time bound tools 

and processes such as IT software.  The development of proper competency 
driven learning outcomes would facilitate this. 

 
d) Consider the replacement of ‘prescribe’ with ‘specify’ 

 
e) The term ‘is critical’ is a good example of a statement of fact which can often 

replace the conditional ‘should’.  Similarly, ‘encouraged to’ may often be 
appropriate in explanatory material that currently adopts an overly didactic tone. 

 
f) The revision process also provides the opportunity for the development of 

additional practical guidance for member bodies. 
 

g) The Board may wish to consider a system of regular, cyclical review of the 
standards (something like the “annual improvements” undertaken by the IASB 
although perhaps less frequently given the number of standards. 
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